Writing Sentences → Common sentence errors
Level: High School

Prepositions cause common errors when writing sentences. Students either mistakenly omit the preposition or use it incorrectly.

For example: “We met in Las Olas in Fort Lauderdale.” SHOULD BE “We met on Las Olas in Fort Lauderdale.”

Fill in the blank with the correct prepositions.

1. She went____the ride_____the park.
2. When writing the research paper______your specific leader, make sure to include a timeline _____the leader’s life.
3. Who called the game______yesterday?
4. She compared her sister_____my friend Betty.
5. We were_____the store yesterday when we realized we left the money_____in the car.
6. She went_____the bank to make a deposit_____her checking account.
7. Jennifer went______the diving board and jumped_____the water.
8. My younger sister is_____a lot of trouble.
9. We had to climb_____the mountain in order to reach our goal.
10. The ferry took us_______the water______the morning.
11. We had to complete all of the activities________we left for Christmas vacation.
12. They went______an excursion_____the path,_____the bushes,______the big cliff.